
Matt Levine writes about the meaning of Aregentina’s default.  
 
The phrase "contempt of court" is a little funny. Normally it just means that, if a judge 
tells you to do something and you don't do it, the judge can throw you in jail for 
contempt. If you are Argentina, on the other hand, and you don't do what New York 
federal Judge Thomas Griesa tells you to do, he can't throw you in jail, because you're 
way over there in Argentina, and also a country. So it doesn't do him much good to find 
you in "contempt of court," even if you've expressed your actual contempt for the court in 
the form of personal attacks on him in advertisements and press releases and speeches. 
 
Anyway, a while back Judge Griesa ordered Argentina not to pay any of its exchange 
bondholders (the bondholders it likes, the ones who settled with it in 2005 and 2010) 
without also paying holdout bondholders (the "vultures" it dislikes, who still want full 
payment from Argentina's previous default), and not to do any sort of debt exchange to 
get around the first order. 
 
And the other day Argentina's government introduced a bill in parliament to do a debt 
exchange to get around Judge Griesa's orders, which he specifically told it not to do. So 
yesterday the holdout bondholders went to court to try to get Judge Griesa to hold 
Argentina in contempt, and Judge Griesa basically said, well, this is pretty contemptuous, 
but he still didn't hold Argentina in contempt. Because what good will that do? They've 
ignored him so far. 
 
Still, though, Judge Griesa reiterated -- and then re-reiterated -- that Argentina's proposed 
exchange would be illegal,1 and that anyone caught helping Argentina to do the exchange 
would be in Big Trouble. This probably makes the straightforward exchange proposed by 
Argentina -- investors hand Argentina New York-law (or English, or Japanese) bonds and 
get back Argentine-law bonds -- impossible, as various U.S.-based intermediaries would 
need to be involved to make it work. 
 
But "impossible" just means "not sufficiently engineered yet." Several people have 
suggested a possible way around Judge Griesa's orders that goes something like this: 
 
    Argentina issues new local-law dollar-denominated bonds for cash to ABC Corp., a 
private company not subject to U.S. jurisdiction.3 
    ABC Corp. buys New York-law bonds from investors for cash, clearing those trades in 
the usual way using New York institutions like the Depository Trust Co. 
    ABC Corp. sells the new local-law bonds to the same investors for cash, clearing those 
trades in Argentina using local institutions. 
    ABC Corp. only does matched trades: Each counterparty that sells it New York-law 
bonds will buy back the same number of local-law bonds, for the same amount of cash, 
so that there's no net movement of cash. 
    ABC Corp. ends up holding only New York-law bonds. 
    Argentina gives ABC Corp. cash to cancel those bonds. 
 
The problem this aims to solve is: 



 
    everyone who's obviously working for Argentina needs to be out of U.S. jurisdiction, 
and 
    everyone who's in U.S. jurisdiction needs to have plausible deniability that they're 
working for Argentina. 
 
So bondholders who sell to ABC Corp. need to be able to say, "What, I was just selling 
my bonds in the market, for cash, I wasn't helping Argentina's evasion." And DTC can 
record those trades and say, "What, it was just a sale between two private parties, I wasn't 
helping Argentina." And ABC Corp. can assist Argentina in the exchange and say, 
"Okay, you got me, I'm in contempt, what are you going to do about it?"5 (Argentina, of 
course, already says that.) 
 
It's a theory! Perhaps it solves the mechanical problems of doing the exchange, though 
I'm not sure. Any flavor of evasive exchange, even an exchange so evasive that it evades 
being an exchange, is a risky business. Anyone who plays any part in structuring or 
executing this runs some risk of raising Judge Griesa's ire and being held in contempt 
under his order.6 I might be in contempt just for writing about it. You might be in 
contempt for reading about it. 
 
But even if it does work, it's still terrible. Bondholders who accept this exchange end up 
with new bonds that lack the protection (such as it is!) of the U.S. legal system, and that 
are issued by a sovereign that is hampered by litigation and still has no immediate 
prospects of returning to full access to the global financial markets. Even worse, by 
agreeing to the exchange, they encourage Argentina to avoid reaching a settlement with 
the holdouts, and thus delay its return it to those markets. Bondholders who reject the 
exchange, on the other hand, end up as ... well, "holdouts."7 And we've seen how 
Argentina treats holdouts. 
 
For the current exchange bondholders, the optimum response to Argentina's new 
exchange proposal might well be to ignore it, keep not getting payments, and hope that 
something eventually changes (a settlement, a new government) and those payments 
resume. But that response gets less attractive, and swapping into local-law bonds gets 
more tempting, with each day of nonpayment. 
 
I have heard one other proposal for a quasi-exchange that solves some of these problems. 
The basic insight here is that, if you can convincingly tell Argentina how much of each 
New York-law bond you own, Argentina could just mail you a check for the interest.8 
Generalizing from that a bit: 
 
    Someone sets up a trust somewhere outside of the U.S., say Switzerland, to work on 
behalf of current bondholders. 
    The trust is set up as an agent of bondholders, not of Argentina: Its purpose is to 
manage defaulted bonds on behalf of bondholders in a way that maximizes their 
recovery. 



    Bondholders can sell their bonds to the trust in exchange for trust certificates (listed on 
the Swiss stock exchange, say) corresponding to those bonds. 
    The trust, as a bondholder, negotiates with Argentina on behalf of its participants. 
    The trust's offer is: If you pay us an amount equal the interest on our bonds (by check, 
or by deposit in Buenos Aires, or whatever), even though that doesn't technically comply 
with the terms of the bonds (which require payment through trustees and so forth), then 
we will agree not to sue for default, and we will waive our claims about the technicalities 
of the interest payments. 
    The trust then passes the quasi-interest along to its certificate holders. 
    The trust and its payment mechanism stay out of Judge Griesa's jurisdiction. 
 
The crucial benefit here is that the trust keeps the New York-law bonds, avoiding some of 
the problems of the local law exchange. If things go wrong, the trust and its participants 
are in no worse shape than they are now: They still have New York-law bonds (albeit 
defaulted ones (albeit defaulted ones that are paying interest)). And if things go right -- if 
Argentina reaches a settlement and can resume regular-way payments -- then the trust can 
be unwound, the bonds returned to the participants, and this all looks like a bad dream. 
It's a way to move the payments on the bonds outside of U.S. jurisdiction, without 
moving the actual bonds out of the jurisdiction. 
 
It's a neat trick. Don't hold your breath for it to happen tomorrow, but as Argentina's 
default goes on without resolution, you might expect to see more creativity born of 
necessity. 


